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SPECIAL SECTION: IN THE LINE OF FIRE: THE PUBLIC UNIVERSITY IN INDIA

Towards inequality
Ayesha Kidwai

Centre for Linguistics, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, India
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The project of women’s higher education in India has for a very long time been framed as
a cui bono question – who is its beneficiary and what good is it for? For Vina Mazumdar
writing in the mid-1980s, the question was part of the framing of the ‘women’s question’
in colonial India, which (in the nineteenth century at least) bound its usefulness to the
issue of social reform. As Mazumdar1 and Geraldine Forbes2 have argued, for most of
the nineteenth century, the interlocutors in this discussion were mostly men, and their
concern was how their nascent political challenge to colonial domination could over-
come the stain of intrinsic native inferiority (a concern not shared by the women of
the period, who also set great value by education, but for themselves). Whether in the
early response of reformist crusades against ‘social evils’, such as the ostracism of
widows and child marriage, or in the later co-option of this humanitarianism into a fra-
mework of cultural nationalism and revivalism, the debate amongst men restricted what
was a political question about women’s equality and freedom to a small set of answers
about their status at home and their custodianship of traditional cultural values.
Although the period also saw, Mazumdar observes, robust critique of this position by
anti-caste educationists like Savitribai and Jyotiba Phule, demonstrating that discrimi-
nation of all types was intrinsic to so-called Indian values, the proposition that
women’s education was primarily useful for distilling value in the Indian family and
social order was never destabilized.

After the principle of substantive equality was adopted in the Constitution, scepticism
about the usefulness of women’s education abated; nevertheless, in the three decades fol-
lowing its adoption, uncritical reference to the importance of women’s traditional social
roles continued to abound. For example, the otherwise admirable Kothari Commission
Report of 1966 held one challenge of education to be how to ‘enable women to carry out
their dual role of home-making and following a suitable career’.3 It was Towards Equal-
ity, the 1975 Report of the Committee on the Status of Women in India,4 and the picture it
sketched – of a highly unjust and unequal society marked by an ever-widening gulf
between women and men in access to the social and economic entitlements of citizens –
together with waves of protests by women’s groups over sexual violence and murder in
the family and other custodial situations in the 1970s, that initiated the required re-exam-
ination. Building on earlier recommendations by the National Committee on Women’s
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Education in 1959 and the Hansa Mehta Committee on the Differentiation of Curricula
for Boys and Girls in 1964, Towards Equality recommended a ‘deliberate, planned, and
sustained effort’ to foster social attitudes that would promote women’s education, both
through a significant expansion of women’s employment and the reframing of the cur-
riculum and manner of its delivery. This was intended so that ‘traditional values regard-
ing the subordinate and dependent role of women’ were not reinforced in the home or
society. The educational system was considered the institution that had to take respon-
sibility, the report observed, for moving India towards ‘the desired transformation of our
society’.5

Towards Equality entailed not only a new public answer to the cui bono question –
women’s education was good for women, because it flowed from their rights as equal citi-
zens – it also transformed who the addressees of policy statements were presumed to be.
Women were written in as both subject and object at last into a debate that had raged for
nearly two centuries without them. How significant this shift was can be seen in the
1986–92 National Policy on Education (NPE),6 which reconceptualized the education
system as having an ‘interventionist’ role in creating the conditions for ‘women’s empow-
erment’ and seeding what Towards Equality had called the ‘new’ value of the ‘equality of
the sexes’. Educational institutions were now to become sites for the ‘study and awareness
of the women’s predicament’ and the university itself was to play ‘a positive intervention-
ist role in the empowerment of women’ in fostering movements for social change marked
by ‘equal participation’ and ‘group action’.7

Even though the NPE 1986–92 also ushered in an agenda of large-scale privatization of
the Indian higher education system – a move that was destined to shrink women’s enrol-
ment because it increased the financial burden of fees – its recommendations enabled
ground-breaking changes in Indian universities (perhaps even more profoundly than
it intended). By the late 1990s, not only had a sustained critical engagement with
notions of family, caste and religion in terms of research and teaching in higher edu-
cation begun but student and faculty activism around the question of women’s rights
had initiated a process of democratization of the structure of the university itself.
Indeed successful struggles at several universities, such as Jawaharlal Nehru University
and Delhi University, to force university administrations to institute popularly represen-
tative and accountable anti-sexual harassment committees (in the wake of the 1997
Vishaka judgment of the Supreme Court of India) lay the foundations of a wide-
ranging interrogation of the manner in which institutions of the state, including the uni-
versity, reproduced patriarchal, caste, class and community privilege, and fostered states
of exclusion and violence. These processes were only strengthened by a later significant
turn in higher education policy in the early 2000s with the implementation of reservation
of university seats and employee recruitment for Other Backward Classes (OBCs)
through the Central Educational Institutions Reservation Act, 2006, and enforcement
of the Constitutionally mandated reservations for Scheduled Castes (SCs) and Scheduled
Tribes (STs) from a few years earlier. In at least some universities (such as my own), the
expansion of caste-based reservations did not overshadow the question of women’s
equality; rather it spurred policy changes that sought to promote gender parity in admis-
sions to all categories.

Although given the restricted reach of higher education in India university move-
ments do not have the social longevity or pervasiveness to engineer lasting social
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change – they do have the power to renew questions with unparalleled urgency. Even if
university movements have long posed the question of gender, community, caste and
economic equality on the streets of the republic, the last decade has been particularly
significant in this regard: viz., the anti-rape protests in 2012–2013, the 2016 mass mobil-
izations triggered by the tragic death of Rohith Vemula at the University of Hyderabad
and against the criminalization of dissent at Jawaharlal Nehru University in the same
year, and the 2019 anti-Citizenship Amendment Act agitations organized by the students
of Jamia Millia Islamia and Aligarh Muslim University. While the BJP-RSS has, since it
came to power in 2014, been able to successfully bowdlerise much of the Opposition, its
experiences with student mobilizations since 2015 have made it painfully aware of the
power of university opposition. Consequently, political activity in higher educational
institutions was the major target of this government’s first term, not only on the
streets but also through several far-reaching policy – changes at the level of the univer-
sity itself.

With regard to women specifically, the Modi government’s efforts have firmly been
directed at an unravelling of the Towards Equality framework. One major component
of this strategy has been to ‘shut down’ conversations about gender equality – what
the specific manifestations of this inequality are and how the modes and institutions
of society and intimacy need to be transformed if lasting change is to be effected. In
one early move in 2016, through regulations framed by the University Grants Commis-
sion (UGC) after the enactment of the Sexual Harassment in the Workplace Act 2013,
anti-sexual harassment committees lost their popularly representative and autonomous
character, as well as their powers of effective redress, institutional accountability, and
gender sensitization. For most of the committees that pre-existed the Act, these features
had been instrumental not only in transforming university spaces into sites of reflection
and action for the cause of women’s equality but also in creating feedback channels that
led to significant amendments in the patriarchal norms guiding university governance.
The SAKSHAM (2013) report of the UGC, formulated in the wake of the 2012–2013
anti-rape agitations, is an important example of this,8 where critiques of the protectionist
discourse around women’s ‘safety’ was transformed into policy recommendations that
promoted women’s autonomy, freedom and entitlement to substantive justice in the uni-
versity as a workplace.

That the Modi government’s intent was to rupture this connection between substan-
tive equality and educational policy has been evident since 2015, when the UGC adopted
two guidelines mandating the institution of Clubs of Gender Champions and the intro-
duction of special measures for the safety of students.9 The intent of both these guidelines
is curtailment – of women’s physical and intellectual liberty, both in terms of their
freedom of movement on campuses and their freedom to articulate wide-ranging critique
of society’s notion of women’s place. Women’s ‘safety’ is now guaranteed by their virtual
incarceration, surrounded by barbed wire fencing, under the beady-eyed glare of the uni-
versity-as-panopticon. Gender equality is now to be found in ‘attractively designed
Gender Champion booths’, where students sit around telling ‘untold stories of extraordi-
nary men and women who changed the lives of women and girls’ in scripted conversa-
tions about ‘enabling legislations’, ‘government schemes’, identifying ‘gaps in school/
college’s activities vis-à-vis gender’, and organizing film festivals and ‘competitions to
analyse greeting cards’. In short, given that the twenty-first century makes an outright
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ban on talk about gender impossible, the themes that such conversation may touch upon
have to be controlled, permitted only as a gridlocked co-/extra-curricular exercise, and
emptied of all content that might lead to action.

Furthermore, sustained efforts have been made since 2017 to wind up the 160-odd
Women’s Studies Programs,10 with massive across-the-board cuts in funding and their
continuation being made subject to annual review. Centres for Women Studies were
approved for continuation only up to 30 September 202011 and no further extension
has been announced. While it may seem at this moment that the discourse of
women’s rights in university spaces cannot be easily dislodged from the agenda of the
university and from scholarship, just a brief glance over the last four years of university
governance should dispel any illusion on that front. The violent hostility to the demands
of women students for implementation of what was hitherto established policy is a bleak
signifier of the Modi government’s desire to quell the trouble that gender causes.

Over the last four years or so, students’ demands for functioning anti-sexual harass-
ment committees and non-discriminatory treatment on the matter of hostel curfews,
fee structures and campus access have been met with brutal violence by police and
campus security. A prominent example of this was the 2017 violent police action
taken against women students demanding an anti-sexual harassment committee at
Benares Hindu University, but several other instances of attacks by the police and uni-
versity security or Sangh Parivar irregulars (as in JNU’s Sabarmati hostel on 5 January
2020 and Gargi college, Delhi University on 6 February 2020) against women protestors
(as in the Jamia police violence against women students on 10 February 2020) have
been reported. Instead of reminding universities of the principles of equal and fair
treatment outlined in the Saksham report or reigning in the police, the UGC and
the Ministry of Human Resource Development (MHRD) have refused to recognize
how inequality along several axes is being entrenched with impunity by universities.
Students (predominantly those belonging to the Muslim community, but also the fem-
inist group Pinjra Tod) and faculty who have taken the further step of participation in
larger movements against the many injustices of BJP-RSS governments, have been
charged as ‘criminal conspirators’, branded as ‘masterminds’, and viciously denied
even the smallest measures of relief that they are entitled to by virtue of legal precedent
and humanitarian law.

Given this animus towards those who claim their rights to ‘equal participation’ in
‘group action’, it was only to be expected that the New Education Policy (NEP) of the
Modi government released in July 2020 would not share the goals of previous educational
policies. The NEP 2020 has been strongly criticized for a number of the provisions it does
make, as well as all that it does not say,12 but the manner in which it silences all previous
problematization of the relationship between ‘woman’, ‘woman’s education’ and ‘society’
and ‘tradition’ is truly alarming. Beyond a few vague gestures, the category ‘woman’, and
‘transgender’, finds no noteworthy mention in the entire document, and there is no cri-
tique whatsoever of tradition or family. Instead, the NEP is full of uncritical affirmations
of so-called ‘traditional Indian values’ – ‘truth (satya), righteous conduct (dharma), peace
(shanti), love (prem), nonviolence (ahimsa)’ – as intrinsically reconciled with the set of
humanistic and Constitutional values. (Note that samaanta (equality) has not been
included in this list – a rare flash of honesty it would seem, but actually this is merely
a lie that Hindutva’s commitment to Brahminical patriarchy will not let it tell.) Tellingly,
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the phrase ‘women’s equality’ also does not find mention even once in the entire docu-
ment, and neither does ‘caste discrimination’ or ‘secularism’. There is no mention of
sexual harassment or violence against women in university spaces either.

Nivedita Menon has argued that the NEP 2020s refusal to make targeted policy for
officially recognized categories of discrimination, such as SCs, STs and OBCs, brings
India’s educational policy into sync with a neoliberal Hindutva agenda.13 Menon
argues that by subsuming them (and religious minorities) under a grouping named
‘socio-cultural identities’, identities that are all lumped together within a broader term
of ‘Socio-Economically Disadvantaged Groups’ (which includes identities based on
gender, geography, disability and socio-economic status), the NEP is able to avoid refer-
ence to reservation of places in higher education completely, thereby neatly dovetailing it
with the RSS agenda of abolishing caste-based reservation altogether and of levelling the
playing field for the growth of privately funded universities. I would like to extend
Menon’s observations to suggest that in the identical dissolution of the category
‘woman’ by its incorporation into the category SEDG, lies the Hindutva agenda of dis-
appearing the political, economic and social content of Constitutional promises to
women. With the category ‘woman’ no longer available as discourse participant, there
is no question of reading and critiquing the institutions of society, family or university
in relation to woman’s rights to autonomy, education or employment.

It is very likely that the way the NEP 2020 undermines the variable ‘women’ as a target
for educational planning will have discernible effects in the not so long term, especially in
comparison to earlier policy formulations and their impact. As mentioned above, NEP
2020 dispenses with theWomen’s Development Cells andWomen’s Studies Programmes
promoted under NEP 1986–92 because clearly, in the BJP-RSS view, analyses of the role
of gender in structuring society, polity, economy and family are too dangerous to be
encouraged. Equally alarmingly, the stated preference for the recruitment of women tea-
chers at school level is no longer on record (as it was in NEP 1986–92), a policy that
effected a steady improvement in women’s employment as school-teachers, which in
2018 sat at an average of over 83 women per 100 male teachers in 2015–2016, as per stat-
istics released by the MHRD.14 Without this stated preference as a policy directive it is
highly unlikely that the expansion of women’s employment in school education will
continue.

In higher education, as per the All India Survey of Higher Education (AISHE) of 2018–
2019,15 the overall distribution by gender is more skewed, with 73 women teachers per
100 men (across both temporary and permanent positions), yet at posts lower than
reader/associate professor, the proportion is much better.16 In temporary teaching jobs
such as ‘temporary teacher’ or ‘demonstrator/tutor’, the AISHE figures show women’s
numbers are either equal to or much larger than those of men, but even in the permanent
position of assistant professor, women sit at 42.6 per cent, much more than the 36.8 per
cent who are associate professors, or the 27.2 per cent who are professors. At least one of
the reasons for women’s higher participation in lower ranked positions is the recognition
thus far accorded in recruitment to the M.Phil. degree and that degree’s expansion as a
programme of study across universities. Since 2012–2013 M.Phil. enrolment has consist-
ently had a majority of women, currently verging on about 60 per cent.17 This is also the
one degree that the NEP 2020 recommends must be eliminated from the education
system, with immediate effect, without any pretence even at consultation with
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stakeholders. The M.Phil. is often the only research degree that women (as well as other
disadvantaged sections) can pursue18 – PhD degrees require an investment of time and a
loss of earnings that patriarchal society lets only a few afford – and the need for its
immediate abolition is difficult to fathom. Unless the NEP is keen to push women out
of higher education, why must a degree programme that has proved its usefulness in
furthering research in the social sciences and humanities, which imposes no extra
demands or costs on infrastructure or teaching resources, and has ensured greater par-
ticipation of women, need to be eliminated?Whether this decision is propelled by neglect
or deep-seated misogyny, the announcement signals how women’s participation in for-
mulating and studying research questions and in the labour force of the education sector
is of little significance to t educational policy-makers.

To be sure, the NEP 2020 is still a policy-level document, and specific programmes will
flesh out its provisions in greater detail. One thing is already clear from the NEP 2020:
while we can expect inordinate publicity for some ad hoc schemes, its negation of an ana-
lytic framework that once made the higher education sector one of the loci for the redress
of women’s inequality cannot be wished away. Rather, just as in the Modi government’s
slogan of Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao! (‘Save Daughters, Educate Daughters’) reference to
women will increasingly reside in their ‘daughter’ avatars, and refer to higher education
as a benefit ‘given’ through a kin relation, thereby rendering women and their Consti-
tutional entitlements as semantically vacuous and pragmatically inert.
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